
9.0 God’s Church at Work – Scheduled Committee/Staff Reports 
 
9.1 Community Garden        Jo Ann Malysh 

 
 Report attached: 
 

COMMUNITY GARDEN SPRING REPORT 2021 
 
All of the gardeners have returned for the 2021 season.   
This year we added an additional plot on the south west corner so now have 17 plots. 
We have also built an additional small plot for growing rhubarb. 
Some new gardens posts  were installed and have replaced rotted out posts.  We also relocated a gate 
entrance on one section of the gardens (plots 7 and 8) which allows for better usage of this area. 
 
Additional garden space is being used at the back of the orchard by one of the gardeners who is growing 
a “giant pumpkin”. Also this year additional areas for “natural composting” are being developed. 
 
Infrastructure work this year has included the establishment of an underground irrigation system which 
extends to the back of the orchard and southward to the new plot.  Additional areas to hook up hoses 
were included.   This work was completed by Community Garden volunteers and was paid for by the 
Community Gardens annual fees and also by additional fundraisers and donations generated by the 
gardeners and gardening committee. 
 
The other major project has been to replace the soil/wood chip pathway adjacent to the Pioneer Church.  
This work has been done to protect the foundations of the Pioneer Church and also to establish a more 
secure pathway underfoot. 
 
On May 15th A large work party of 12 volunteers from the south side plots of the gardens completed the 
pathway on the south side.  We still have enough material to hopefully complete the pathway on the north 
side of the church but will need more volunteer help from the wider church community in order to get this 
completed. 
 
This pathway material has been paid for by donations and fundraisers directed specifically to Community 
Gardens and Property Management. 
 
The Community Gardens committee has been strengthened this year with the addition of two long time 
garden members.  We also revised the “guidelines” and gardeners now have a clear set of “rules” that are 
designed for a cohesive collaborative gardening experience for everyone. 
 
One garden member in particular – Greg Miller – has been extremely helpful with all of our projects.   In 
particular he spent countless hours removing the giant brush pile that had accumulated from orchard 
damage over the winter as well as aggressive  pruning   of the overgrown cherry tree and pear tree.    
While the orchard is the responsibility of Property Management, the garden group is willing to help out 
here when requested.  
 
Submitted by  
Jo Ann Malysh, Volunteer Coordinator, on behalf of the Committee 
Pat Walach, Linda Quan, Dianne Lennox, Gillian McIntrye 
 
  



9.2 Property Management         Gordon Powell 
 

Report attached: 
 

HandyOne’s Unite/Property Management 
Report to Council May 19, 2021 

 
With the ongoing closure of the church, our regular group of volunteers continues to be unable to meet on 
a regular basis. Prior to the pandemic, HandyOne’s met two times per week throughout the year to 
address ongoing maintenance issues and minor repairs on the premises and around the general 
property. 
 
Despite pandemic restrictions through this winter and spring, we needed to address several issues 
requiring attention that could not wait for a full reopening of the premises. In response to this, we formed 
a temporary volunteer “Working Group” consisting of some members of HandyOne’s who were willing to 
meet as much as once weekly on Saturdays to deal with these issues. While working together these 
volunteers wear masks and respect the guidelines for social distancing. 
 
With the advent of spring weather, the lawns and grounds in general are now requiring weekly attention. 
Members of the working group are dealing with repair and maintenance issues as well as care of the 
grounds in general. Consequently, we are now meeting each Saturday morning. 
 
One working group member makes a weekly visit to all areas of the property and identifies items requiring 
attention. They also check with staff and renters as to items which they may be aware are needing repair 
or maintenance. To date, this process has been sufficient to catch minor concerns and prevent them from 
becoming major issues. In turn, the working group then deals with these issues.  
 
In a recent case, we called in a contractor to provide repairs beyond the ability of the Working Group. The 
gym entrance fire door frame will no longer support the heavy doors and requires reinforcement on one 
side. We are waiting for a work schedule from the contractor. Little Friends has been made aware of the 
issue and we are keeping them up to date on the matter. 
 
We had been waiting for a resolution of a drawn-out concern with the boiler system. However, thanks to 
Brent Skura that item was completed as of last week. Reid Brothers Plumbing & Heating returned to 
SAUC and replaced the leaking valve. The system is now operating satisfactorily. 
 
There continues to be one particular concern: the delay by Pacific Coast Fire Equipment (PCFE) to 
replace a number of defective fire sensors that no longer meet fire safety codes. This item came to our 
attention earlier in the year as a result of the PCFE inspection of all fire related equipment within the 
premises. While PCFE has the new sensors on hand, we continue to wait for them to give us a date when 
they will return. PCFE needs to arrange for an electric lift and scaffolding as they need to access 
defective units in the ceiling and stage areas of the gym. Once that has been coordinated, we are hopeful 
this item will be off our “to do” list. 
 
Two other items of note: the kind support of Dave Kirby in assisting with repairs and maintenance of the 
ride-on lawn mower which is once again serviceable; and the support of Greg Miller with repairs to the 
John Deere tractor. We are hopeful we will have the use of the tractor again by the end of May. 
    
Gene Durnin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9.3 Rental Committee Update         Vicki Warfield 



 
Vicki Warfield and Dawna English reported on a meeting of the Rental Committee which also 
includes Jacqueline Chan, our Office Administrator, on Friday, May 14/21 where the Rental Rate of 
each of our user groups was reviewed.  We basically agreed that should the building reopen and our 
Rental Groups return that the rents will remain at the previous rate with notice given to the groups 
that a minimal rate increase will take place on January 1, 2022.  No users will be returning to the 
building unless the Provincial Health Orders are being followed. 

 

 


